Exploiting parallelism in route planning algorithms is a challenging algorithmic problem with obvious applications in mobile navigation and timetable information systems. In this work, we present a novel algorithm for the one-to-all profile-search problem in public transportation networks. It answers the question for all fastest connections between a given station S and any other station at any time of the day in a single query. This algorithm allows for a very natural parallelization, yielding excellent speed-ups on standard multicore servers. Our approach exploits the facts that, first, time-dependent travel-time functions in such networks can be represented as a special class of piecewise linear functions and, second, only few connections from S are useful to travel far away. Introducing the connection-setting property, we are able to extend Dijkstra's algorithm in a sound manner. Furthermore, we also accelerate station-to-station queries by preprocessing important connections within the public transportation network. As a result, we are able to compute all relevant connections between two random stations in a complete public transportation network of a big city (New York) on a standard multi-core server in real time.
INTRODUCTION
Research on fast route planning algorithms has been undergoing a rapid development in recent years (see Delling et al. [2009c] for an overview). The fastest technique for static time-independent road networks yields query times of a few memory accesses [Abraham et al. 2011] . Recently, the focus has shifted to time-dependent transportation networks in which the travel time assigned to an edge is a function of the time of the day. Thus, the quickest route depends on the time of departure. It turns out that this problem is very different from computing distances in road networks [Bast 2009 ]. In general, two interesting questions arise for time-dependent route planning: compute the best connection for a given departure time and the computation of all best connections during a given time interval (e. g., a whole day). The former is called a time-query, while the latter is called a profile-query. Especially in public transportation, the use of time-queries is limited; specifying some fixed departure time will most probably lead to an awkward itinerary when a fast connection was just missed, thus, forcing the passenger to wait for a long time or letting him use a lot of slow trains. In this case, using the slightly earlier train would significantly improve the overall travel time. Hence, especially in public transportation networks, we are interested in the fast computation of profile-queries. Previous algorithms for computing profile-queries augment Dijkstra's algorithm by propagating travel-time functions instead of scalar values through the network [Dean 1999 ]. However, due to the fact that travel-time functions cannot be totally ordered, these algorithms lose the label-setting property, meaning that nodes are inserted multiple times into the priority queue. This implies a significant performance penalty, making the computation of profile-queries very slow. Furthermore, state-of-the-art algorithms typically do not involve parallel computation, and in fact, route planning is one of the rare large-scale combinatorial problems where parallelism seems to be of limited use to speed up single queries in the past.
Related Work. Modeling issues and an overview of basic route-planning algorithms in public transportation networks can be found in Pyrga et al. [2008] , while Orda and Rom [1990] deal with time-dependent route planning in general. Basic speed-up techniques like goal-directed search have been applied to time-dependent railway networks in Disser et al. [2008] , while SHARC [Bauer and Delling 2009] and Contraction Hiearchies [Geisberger et al. 2008] have been tested on such networks as well [Delling 2011; Geisberger 2010] . However, most of the algorithms fall short as soon as they are applied to bus networks [Bauer et al. 2011; Delling et al. 2009b] . The fastest (in terms of query times) known solution for computing connections in public transit networks is based on the concept of transfer patterns [Bast et al. 2010] . Although this concept accelerates query times greatly, it drops optimality and is based on preprocessing the input for thousands of CPU hours, which makes it hard to use in a dynamic scenario.
Most efforts in developing parallel search algorithms address theoretical machines such as the PRAM [Paige and Kruskal 1985; Driscoll et al. 1988] or the communication network model [Chandy and Misra 1982; Ramarao and Venkatesan 1992] . Even in these models, for a long time there was no algorithm known that is able to exploit parallelism beyond parallel edge relaxations and parallel priority queuing without doing substantially more work than a sequential Dijkstra implementation in general networks. Very recently, Delling et al. [2012] introduced a new algorithm for computing the distance from one node to any other that exploits parallelism on all levels. Implemented on a GPU, the algorithm is up to three orders of magnitude faster than Dijkstra's algorithm. However, this algorithm only works in road networks.
There also have been a few experimental studies of distributed single-source shortest path algorithms for example based on graph partitioning [Adamson and Tick 1991; Träff 1995] or on the -stepping algorithm proposed in Meyer and Sanders [1998] (e.g., see Madduri et al. [2007] ). For an overview on many related approaches, we refer the reader to Hribar et al. [2001] . All these approaches have in common that they do provide good speed-ups only for certain graph classes. Search algorithms for retrieving all quickest connections in a given time interval have been discussed in Dean [1999] . However, none of those algorithms have been parallelized and used for retrieving all quickest connections of a day in realistic dynamic public transportation networks.
Our Contribution. We present a novel parallel algorithm for the one-to-all profilesearch problem asking for the set of all relevant connections between a given station 
PRELIMINARIES
A directed graph is a tuple G = (V, E) consisting of a finite set V of nodes and a set of ordered pairs of vertices, or edges E ⊆ V × V . The node u is called the tail of an edge (u, v) , and v the head. The reverse graph ← − G = (V, ← − E ) is obtained from G by flipping all edges, i. e., (u, v) 
Timetables. A periodic timetable is defined as a tuple (C, S, Z, , T ), where S is a set of stations, Z a set of trains (or buses, trams, etc.) , C a set of elementary connections, and := {0, . . . , π − 1} a finite set of discrete time points (think of it as the minutes or seconds of a day). We call π the periodicity of the timetable. Note that durations and arrival times can take values greater than π (think of a train arriving after midnight). Moreover, T : S → N 0 assigns each station a minimum transfer time required to change between trains. An elementary connection from c ∈ C is defined as a tuple c := (Z, S dep , S arr , τ dep , τ arr ) and is interpreted as train Z ∈ Z going from station S dep ∈ S to station S arr ∈ S, departing at S dep at time τ dep ∈ and arriving at τ arr ∈ N 0 . For simplicity, given an elementary connection c, X(c) selects the X-entry of c, that is, τ dep (c) refers to the departure time of c. Due to the periodic nature of the timetable, the length (τ 1 , τ 2 ) between two time points τ 1 and τ 2 is computed by τ 2 −τ 1 if τ 2 ≥ τ 1 and π +τ 2 −τ 1 otherwise. Note that is not symmetric.
General Modeling Approaches.
For the purpose of route planning, the timetable is usually modeled as a directed graph in such a way that a shortest path in the graph corresponds to a quickest journey in the timetable. Basically, there exist two categories of modeling approaches [Pyrga et al. 2008] : the time-expanded approach the timedependent approach. In the time-expanded approach, the main idea is to create a node for each event of the timetable (departure of a train, arrival of a train, among others). To connect appropriate events in the graph, edges are inserted with length corresponding to the time difference of the respective events. Since a typical timetable contains millions of events, this approach leads to large graphs, and thus, to a large search space (and bad query times) for search algorithms [Müller-Hannemann and Schnee 2007] .
To overcome this issue, in the time-dependent model, the key idea is to group connections between same pairs of stations. These groups of connections can be represented by a special form of piecewise linear functions (see next paragraph). This approach yields significantly smaller graph sizes (usually, the number of nodes is in the order of the number of stations); hence, a query algorithm has to explore a much smaller search space. Moreover, it allows for the computation of the distances between two stations for all departure times-as we are especially interested in. Hence, in this work, we focus on the time-dependent approach.
Piecewise Linear Functions. In general, there are two types of distances in a public transportation network. The first is the distance between two stations S and T for a given departure time τ , denoted by dist(S, T , τ ). The second type, which we are interested in this work, the distance function between two stations S and T for all departure times τ ∈ , denoted by dist(S, T , ·). Such a function is defined as f : → N 0 , where f (τ ) denotes the travel-time when starting at time τ . For the remainder of this article, it is a crucial observation that in public transportation networks these functions can be represented as piecewise linear functions of a special form: The traveltime at time τ is composed of a waiting time for the next connection c starting at some τ dep (c) plus the duration of the itinerary starting with c. Moreover, if the best choice at time τ is to wait for a connection c, the same holds for any τ ≤ τ ≤ τ dep in between. See Figure 1 for an example. Hence, it is possible to represent f by a set of connection-points 
Respecting periodicity in a meaningful way, these travel-time functions have the FIFO-property if for any τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ , it holds that f (τ 1 ) ≤ (τ 1 , τ 2 ) + f (τ 2 ). In other words, waiting never gets you (strictly) earlier to your destination. Note that all our networks fulfill the FIFO-property.
Computing Distances. The sequential computation of dist(S, ·, τ ) can be done by a time-dependent version of Dijkstra's algorithm, which we call time-query. It visits all nodes in the graph in nondecreasing order from the source S. Therefore, it maintains a priority queue Q, where the key of an element v is the tentative distance dist (S, v) . By using a priority queue, the algorithm makes sure that if an element v is removed from Q, dist(S, v) cannot be improved anymore. This property is called label-setting.
Determining the complete distance function dist(S, ·, ·), called a profile-query, from a given station S to any other station for all departure times τ ∈ can be computed by a profile-search algorithm being very similarly to Dijkstra. The main difference is that functions instead of scalars are propagated through the network. By this, the algorithm may lose its label-setting property, since nodes may be reinserted into the queue that have already been removed. Hence, we call such an algorithm a labelcorrecting approach. An interesting result from Dean [1999] is that the running time highly depends on the number of connection points assigned to the edges.
MODELING
As introduced before, we focus on the time-dependent modeling approach. More precisely, we use the realistic time-dependent model as defined in Pyrga et al. [2008] . It uses time-dependent edges and supports minimum transfer times at stations.
Given a timetable, the graph G = (V, E) of the realistic time-dependent model is constructed as follows. First, the set Z of trains is partitioned into routes, where two trains Z 1 , Z 2 ∈ Z are considered equivalent (i.e., belong to the same route) if they share the exact same sequence of stations. Regarding the nodes, for each station S ∈ S, a station node is created. Moreover, for each route that runs through S, a route node is created. Route nodes are connected by edges to their respective station nodes with timeindependent weights depicting the transfer time T (S). Furthermore, for each route and for each two subsequent stations S 1 and S 2 on that route, a time-dependent route-edge (u, v) is inserted between the route nodes u and v of the respective route at the stations S 1 and S 2 . By these means, the time-dependent route-edges e get exactly those elementary connections c ∈ C assigned, where Z(c) relates to a train of the respective route (between the two given stations). Note that the resulting time-dependent functions on the route-edges are exactly of the same type as introduced in the previous section (its connection points are exactly the respective elementary connections). In particular, they fulfill the FIFO-property. See Figure 2 for an illustration. Some variations of this model to incorporate different levels of detail exist (e.g., to support quicker interchanges between trains stopping on the same platform, additional edges can be added). However, all variants rely on the notion of routes and add at least as many nodes per station to the graph as there are routes through the station. In fact, an analysis of the model reveals that the average number of route nodes per station is typically between 5 and 16, depending on the input (see Section 6), which is quite high. To reduce this number, in the next section we introduce a new model based on a formal notion of conflicting trains. Note that a smaller graph size immediately results in faster query times for any search algorithm.
Coloring Model
One main reason of using the notion of routes in the realistic time-dependent model is the observation that in a journey, interchanges between two trains on the same route are never beneficial. Thus, when assigning trains of the same route to the same route node (i.e., assigning their respective elementary connections to edges incident to the route node), we ensure that we do not generate an itinerary with invalid transfers (i.e., violating the minimum transfer time at some station). However, this property can also be guaranteed by a more formal notion of conflicting trains in the following sense.
Consider two trains Z 1 and Z 2 that run through some station S. Let τ arr (Z 1 , S) be the arrival time of train Z 1 at S, and τ dep (Z 2 , S) the departure time of Z 2 at S. Then, these two trains conflict if and only if Z 2 departs after the arrival of Z 1 , and the time in between is smaller than the minimum transfer time at S. More precisely, Z 1 and Z 2 conflict if and only if τ dep (Z 2 , S) ≥ τ arr (Z 1 , S) and τ arr (Z 1 , S) + T (S) < τ dep (Z 2 , S). In this case, putting Z 1 and Z 2 on the same route node could yield an illegal itinerary, which must be avoided.
Testing the conflict condition for all pairs of trains running through S naturally induces an undirected conflict graph G conf (S) = (V conf (S), E conf (S)). The node set V conf (S) ⊆ Z contains exactly those trains Z ∈ Z that run through S, that is, where there exists an elementary connection c ∈ C with Z(c) = Z and S dep (c) = S or S arr (c) = S. Two pairs of nodes Z i , Z j ∈ V conf (S) are connected by an edge {Z i , Z j } ∈ E conf (S) if and only if Z i and Z j are conflicting. Experiments on our instances (see Section 6) reveal that the number of conflicting trains indeed is small: We observe that of all possible train pairs per station, on average, less than 0.5 % are actually conflicting. Thus, we regard G conf as sparse.
It is now easy to see that a valid node coloring on G conf (S), where no two adjacent nodes may share the same color, induces a set of route nodes of the station S in the model graph G. Let K be the number of distinct colors used for G conf (S), then for each color k = 1 . . . K, we create a route node u in G, and put exactly those trains on u that have color k in G conf (S). An example of a conflict graph and its induced subgraph in the model are illustrated in Figure 3 .
Computing Colorings. In general, our goal is to generate as few route nodes in G as possible. Thus, we aim for computing a coloring on G conf (S) with as few colors as possible. In fact, a lower bound on the number of route nodes for S in G is given by the chromatic number χ (G conf (S)). Since it is well-known that computing χ (G conf (S)) is NP-hard, we use the following greedy heuristic to color G conf (S) for every S. We start with an uncolored graph and process the nodes of G conf (S) in order of decreasing degree. When considering node u, we assign u the smallest color that is not used to color any of u's neighbors.
Note that this algorithm never uses more than maxdeg(G conf (S)) + 1 colors, where maxdeg(G conf (S)) is the maximum node degree of G conf (S). Since we consider G conf (S) to be sparse, the results of the greedy algorithm on G conf (S) are quite good in practice (see Section 6 for experimental details).
Merging Small Stations.
To further reduce the number of nodes in the model graph G, we merge small stations S, which have only one route node (i.e., G conf (S) has been colored with one color). More precisely, we merge the station node with the (only) route node. Since there are no conflicting trains at S, we do not lose correctness by applying this procedure to all stations of this type in G.
Foot Paths
To enable transfers between nearby stations, the timetable is usually augmented with a set F of foot paths. Each foot path is defined as a tuple (S i , S j ) ∈ S × S and an associated length (S i , S j ), meaning that it is possible to walk from station S i to station S j in time (S i , S j ). To incorporate foot paths into the model graph G, for each tuple (S i , S j ) ∈ F, we insert an edge (S i , S j ) into G with (constant) weight (S i , S j ), similarly to the transfer edges within stations of G.
Incorporating foot paths into the model turns out crucial for finding realistic itineraries with reasonable transfers. Even worse, the graph obtained from some realworld timetables may even get disconnected into components when foot paths are omitted. Unfortunately, foot path data was not included with the timetable data available to us. Thus, we use the following heuristic to generate an artificial set F of foot paths.
Let R be the road network covering (at least) the geographical area of the public transportation network for which we are about to generate foot paths. We assign each station S ∈ S to a bucket b using R. We find the intersection b ∈ R that is geographically closest to S, and assign S to b if the geographical distance is no greater than a parameter (typically set to 100m). We then look at all buckets b created, and between all pairs of different stations S i , S j ∈ b, we add a foot path (S i , S j ) to F with a length computed by the sum of the distances from S i to b to S j divided by an assumed average walking speed (typically 4kph).
Note that since each station is assigned to exactly one bucket, our heuristic obtains many small components of stations that are interconnected by foot paths near intersections. In particular, we avoid connecting large regions of the network through sequences of foot paths. See Figure 4 for an example.
A PARALLEL SELF-PRUNING PROFILE SEARCH ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe our new parallel profile-search algorithm tailored to public transportation networks. A crucial observation in such networks is the fact that each itinerary from a source station S to any other station has to begin with an elementary connection originating at S. Let this set of outgoing connections be denoted by conn(S) := {c ∈ C | S dep (c) = S}. A naïve and obvious way to compute the full distance function dist(S, ·, ·) would be to compute a time-query dist(S, ·, τ ) for each elementary connection c ∈ conn(S) with respect to its departure time τ = τ dep (c). However, such a connection does not necessarily contribute to dist(S, T , ·). A connection c i with departure time τ dep (c i ) may as well be dominated by a connection c j with later departure time τ dep (c j ) > τ dep (c i ) in the following sense: If the earliest arrival time at T starting with c j is not greater than the earliest arrival time starting with c i , we can-and must, for the sake of correctness-prune the result of the search regarding connection c i , since starting with c i never yields the shortest travel time. Note that this observation implies that for any T ∈ S, the set of connection points P(dist(S, T , ·)) of the distance function dist(S, T , ·) is a subset of the set of connection points induced by conn(S) and their distances to T . More precisely, the following holds:
The problem to run |conn(S)| time-queries and then pruning dominated connections from dist(S, T , ·) afterward is an embarrassingly parallel problem. Going much further, we show how to extend the above observation to obtain a pruning rule that we call self-pruning. It can be applied to eliminate "unnecessary" connections as soon as possible. Thereby, we use self-pruning within the restricted domain of each single thread, but we also take advantage of communication between the different threads yielding a rule we call inter-thread-pruning. Therefore, we require a fixed assignment of the outgoing connections to the processors where each processor handles a set of connections simultaneously. The outline of our parallel algorithm is as follows. First, we partition the set conn(S) to a given set of processors. Second, every processor runs a single thread, applying our main sequential profile search algorithm restricted to its subset of outgoing connections. In a third step, the partial results by the different threads are combined, thereby eliminating dominated connections that could not be pruned earlier, a step we will refer to as connection reduction.
The Main (Sequential) Algorithm
From the point of view of a single processor that has some subset of conn(S) as input, it basically makes no difference to the profile-search algorithm that some of the connections are ignored. We simply obtain dist k (S, ·, ·) restricted to the connections assigned to the particular processor k. Hence, we describe the main algorithm as if it was a purely sequential profile-search algorithm and turn toward the parallel issues like merging the results from each processor, the choice of the partitioning of conn(S), and the inter-thread-pruning rule, afterward.
The naïve approach of running a separate time-query for each c ∈ conn(S) by Dijkstra's algorithm would require an empty priority queue for every connection c. By contrast, our algorithm maintains a single priority queue and handles all of its connections simultaneously. Moreover, we use tentative arrival times as keys (instead of distances). By these means, we enable both the connection-setting property as well as our self-pruning rule.
Initialization. At first, the set conn(S) is determined and ordered nondecreasingly by the departure times of the elementary connections in conn(S). Thus, we may say that a connection c i has index i according to the ordering of conn(S). The elements of the priority queue are pairs (v, i) , where the first entry depicts a node v ∈ V and the second entry a connection index 0 ≤ i < |conn(S)|. For each node v ∈ V and for each connection i, a label arr(v, i) is assigned that depicts the (tentative) arrival time at v when using connection i. In the beginning, each label arr(v, i) is initialized with ∞. Then, for each connection c i ∈ conn(S), we insert (r, i) with key τ dep (c i ) into Q, where r depicts the route node where connection c i starts from. Note that in the beginning, the "arrival time" arr(r, i) equals the departure time τ dep (c i ).
Connection-Setting. Like Dijkstra's algorithm, we subsequently settle queue elements (v, i) assigning key(v, i) as the final arrival time to arr (v, i) . Then, for each edge e = (v, w) ∈ E, we compute a tentative label arr tent (w, i) at w by arr tent (w, i) := arr(v, i) + f e (arr(v, i)) (for connection i). If w has not yet been discovered using connection i, we insert (w, i) into the priority queue with key(w, i) := arr tent (w, i), otherwise the element (w, i) is already in the queue, and we set key(w, i) to min(key(w, i), arr tent (w, i)). Note that the following holds for every connection i: When a queue item (v, i) is settled, the label arr(v, i) is final; thus, the label-setting property holds with respect to each connection i, which we call connection-setting. The algorithm ends as soon as the priority queue runs empty. We end up with labels arr(v, i) for each node v ∈ V and each connection 0 ≤ i < |conn(S)|, depicting the arrival time at v when starting with the ith connection at S.
We would like to stress two things. First, although the computation is done for all connections simultaneously, they can be regarded as independent, since the labels and the queue items refer to a specific connection throughout the algorithm. Second, the original variant of Dijkstra's algorithm uses distances instead of arrival times as keys. However, this has no impact on the correctness of the algorithm. For each connection the distance can be obtained by subtracting the respective departure time from the arrival time, which is constant for all nodes.
Connection Reduction and Self-Pruning. For each node v ∈ V , the final labels arr(v, ·) induce a set of connection points P by P :
Unfortunately, the function f represented by P does not account for domination of connections and hence does not necessarily fulfill the FIFO-property. Formally, for two points (τ i , w i ), (τ j , w j ) ∈ P with j > i, it is possible that τ j + w j ≤ τ i + w i . The aforementioned connection reduction, which remedies this issue at the end of the algorithm, reduces P to obtain P(dist(S, T , ·)) by eliminating those points that are dominated by another point with a later departure time and an earlier arrival time. More precisely, we scan backward through P keeping track of the minimum arrival time τ arr min := τ i min + w i min along the way. Each, time we scan a connection point j < i min with an arrival time τ arr j ≥ τ arr min , the connection point is deleted. The remaining connection points are exactly those of P(dist(S, T , ·)).
Performing this connection reduction after termination of the algorithm results in the computation of many unnecessary connections and, therefore, many unnecessary queue operations. Recall that the keys in our queue are arrival times. Thus, we propose a more sophisticated approach to eliminate dominated connections during the algorithm: We introduce a node-label maxconn : V → {0, . . . , |conn(S)| − 1} depicting the highest connection index with which node v has been reached so far. Each time we settle a queue element (v, i) with arr(v, i) := key(v, i), we check if i > maxconn(v). If this is not the case, the node v has already been settled earlier-but with a later connection (remember that (v, i) . Therefore, the current connection does not pay off, and we prune the connection i at v, that is, we do not relax outgoing edges at v. Moreover, we set arr(v, i) := ∞, depicting that the ith connection does not "reach" v. In the case of i > maxconn(v), we update maxconn(v) to i and continue with relaxing the outgoing edges of v regularly. Obviously, by applying selfpruning, the set of connection points P(dist (S, v, ·) ) at each node v induced by arr(v, ·) fulfills the FIFO-property automatically (labels with arr(v, i) = ∞ have to be ignored).
THEOREM 4.1. Applying self-pruning is correct.
PROOF. Let v ∈ V be an arbitrary node. We show that no optimal connection to v has been pruned by contradiction. Let arr(v, i) be the arrival time at v of the (optimal) ith connection and assume that i has been pruned at v. Let j denote the connection that was responsible for pruning i. Then, it holds that arr(v, j) ≤ arr (v, i) 
. This is a contradiction to i being optimal: Using the jth connection results in an earlier arrival at v by departing later at S.
Putting things together, the complete (sequential) algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1 in pseudocode notation.
Parallelization
Unlike the trivial parallelization that would assign a connection c ∈ conn(S) for an arbitrary idle processor, which then runs Dijkstra's algorithm on c, our algorithm needs a fixed assignment of the connections to the processors beforehand. Let p denote the number of processors available. In the first step, we partition conn(S) into p subsets where each thread k runs our main algorithm on its restricted subset conn k (S).
After termination of each thread, we obtain partial distance functions dist k (S, ·, ·) restricted to the connections that were assigned to thread k. Thus, the master thread merges the labels arr k (v, ·) of each thread k to a common label arr(v, ·) while preserving the ordering of the connections. This can be done by a linear sweep over the labels. Note that the common label arr(v, ·) is not necessarily FIFO, since we do not selfprune between threads so far. For that reason, the connection points P(S, T , ·)) of the final distance function are obtained by reducing the connection points induced by the common label arr(v, ·) with our connection reduction method described earlier. The pseudocode of the main parallel algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
Choice of the Partition. The speed-up achieved by the parallelization of our algorithm depends on the partitioning of conn(S). As the overall computation time is dominated by the thread with the longest computation time (for computing the final distance function, all threads have to be in a finished state), nearly optimal parallelism would be achieved if all threads share the same amount of queue operations, thus, approximately sharing the same computation time. However, this figure is not known beforehand, which requires us to partition conn(S) heuristically. We propose the following simple methods. The equal time-slots method partitions the complete time-interval into p intervals of equal size. While this can be computed easily, the sizes of conn(S) i turn out to be very unbalanced, at least in our scenario. The reason for this is that the connections in conn(S) are not distributed uniformly over the day due to rush hours and operational breaks at night. The equal number of connections method tries to improve on that by partitioning the set conn(S) into p sets of equal size (i.e., containing equally many subsequent elementary connections). This is also very easy to compute and improves over the equal time slots method regarding the balance. Besides these simple heuristics, in principle, more sophisticated clustering methods like k-means [MacQueen 1967 ] can be applied. However, our experimental evaluation (see Section 6.2) shows that the improvement in query performance is negligible compared to the simple methods; thus, we use the equal number of connections method as a reasonable compromise. We stress that for the correctness of our algorithm, it is not necessary to partition conn(S) into cells of subsequent connections. However, it is intuitive to see that the self-pruning rule is most effective on neighboring (regarding the departure time) connections.
Impact on Self-Pruning and Pruning between Threads.
When computing the partial profile functions independently in parallel, the speed-up gained by self-pruning may decrease, since a connection j cannot prune a connections i if i is assigned to a different thread than j. Thus, with an increasing number of threads, the effect achieved by selfpruning vanishes to the extreme point where the number of threads equals the number of connections in conn(S). In this case, our algorithm basically corresponds to computing |conn(S)| time-queries in parallel-without any pruning. To remedy this issue, the self-pruning rule can be augmented in order to make use of dominating connections across different threads. In the case that the partitioning of conn(S) is chosen such that each cell conn(S) k only contains subsequent connections, we can define a total ordering on the cells by conn(S) k ≺ conn(S) l if for all connections c ∈ conn(S) k and all connections c ∈ conn(S) l it holds that τ dep (c) ≤ τ dep (c ). Without loss of generality, let k < l ⇔ conn(S) k ≺ conn(S) l . We introduce an additional label minarr k : V → for each thread k that depicts for every node v the earliest arrival time at v using connections assigned to the kth thread. In the beginning, we initialize minarr k (v) = ∞ and update minarr k (v) := min(minarr k (v), arr(v, i)) each time thread k settles v for some connection i. Then, in addition to our self-pruning rule, we propose the following interthread-pruning rule: Each time we settle a queue element (v, i) with arr(v, i) = key(v, i) in thread k, we check if there exists a thread l with l > k for which minarr l (v) ≤ arr (v, i) . If this is the case, we know by the total ordering of the partition cells that there exists a connection j assigned to thread l with τ dep (c j ) ≥ τ dep (c i ) but arr(v, j) ≤ arr (v, i) . In other words, connection i assigned to thread k is dominated by a connection j assigned to thread l. Thus, we may prune i at v the same way we do for self-pruning, that is, we do not relax outgoing edges of v for connection i. Correctness of this rule can be proven analogue to the the self-pruning rule described earlier.
In a shared memory set-up like in multicore servers, the values of minarr k (·) can be communicated through the main memory, thus not imposing a significant overhead to the algorithm. Moreover, for practical use, it is sufficient to only check a constant number c of threads {k + 1, . . . , k + c}, since dominating connections are less likely to be "far in the future," (i.e., assigned to threads l k). Furthermore, we like to mention that our inter-thread-pruning rule does not guarantee pruning of dominated connections, since the priority queue is not shared across threads. However, in most cases, connections j with small arrival times prune connections i with high arrival time with respect to their particular thread. Hence, j is likely to be settled before i, thus, enabling pruning of i. An illustration of the inter-thread-pruning rule is presented in Algorithm 3. 
STATION-TO-STATION QUERIES
Dijkstra's algorithm can be accelerated by precomputing auxiliary data as soon as we are only interested in point-to-point queries [Delling et al. 2009c] . In this section, we present how some of the ideas, for example, the stopping criterion, map to our new algorithm. Moreover, we show how the precomputation of certain connections improves the performance of our algorithm. The enhancements introduced in this section refer to the sequential algorithm (see Section 4.1). Thus, all results translate to our parallel algorithm naturally. Also note that they require a target station as input; in particular, they do not accelerate one-to-all queries.
Stopping Criterion
For point-to-point queries, Dijkstra's algorithm can stop the query as soon as the target node has been taken from the priority queue. In our case, that is, station-to-station, we can stop the query as soon as the target station T has its final label arr(T , i) for all i assigned. This can be achieved as follows. We maintain an index T m , initialized with −∞. Whenever we settle a connection i at our target station T , we set T m := max{i, T m }. Then, we may prune all entries q = (v, i) ∈ Q with i ≤ T m (at any node v). We may stop the query as soon as the queue is empty.
THEOREM 5.1. The stopping criterion is correct.
PROOF. We need to show that no entry q = (v, i) ∈ Q with i ≤ T m can improve on the arrival time at T for the connection i. Let q = (v , i ) be the responsible entry that has set T m . Since i ≤ T m holds, we know that regarding the departure times of the connections τ dep (c i ) ≥ τ dep (c i ) holds as well. Moreover, since q is settled after q , we know that arr(v , i ) ≤ arr(v, i) holds. In other words, it does not pay off to use train i at station S.
Pruning with a Distance Table
Next, we show how to accelerate our station-to-station algorithm by pruning with the help of a distance table. Since a distance table computed directly on the model graph G would be too large to be practical, we use the smaller superstation network to compute the distance table. Intuitively, superstations are obtained by merging stations that are connected by a foot path.
Constructing Superstations. Consider the foot graph G F = (S, F) whose nodes are exactly the stations in the timetable, and edges correspond to foot paths. As mentioned in Section 3, G F is composed of small connected components of stations near the same intersections of the road network. Thus, we use G F to obtain the superstation graph G * = (S * , E * ) in the following way. For each connected component in G F , we create a superstation S * in S * . An edge (S * i , S * j ) is contained in E * if and only if there exists a train running from any of the stations inside S * i to any of the stations inside S * j . We use sst(S) to denote the superstation of a station S ∈ S. See Figure 5 for the superstation graph obtained from the network as depicted in Figure 4 .
Furthermore, for our pruning rule, we need the notion of the diameter of a superstation S * , which we define as the longest shortest path inside a component of G F , but additionally taking the transfer times at its respective source and target stations into account. Formally, let dist F (S i , S j ) denote the shortest path distance between two stations S i and S j in G F , then diam(S * ) := max
Think of the diameter as an upper bound on the time you can spend walking inside a superstation. Figure 6 gives a small example. In the special case of S * being a transfer superstation, we set local(S * ) = ∅ and via(S * ) = {S * }.
Applying the Distance Table. In the following, we call an S-T (with respective superstations S * and T * ) query local if S * ∈ local(T * ), otherwise the query is called global. Note that a best connection of a global query must contain a via station of T * . We accelerate global S-T queries by maintaining an upper bound μ i, j -initialized with ∞-for each connection i and each via superstation V * j of T * . Whenever we settle a queue entry q = (v, i) with sst(v) ∈ S * trans , we set μ i, j :
. In other words, μ i, j depicts an upper bound on the earliest train we can catch at V * j , even if we had to transfer (and potentially walk) at V * j . So, we may prune the search regarding q if
holds. In other words, we prune the search at v for a connection i if the path through sst(v) is provably not important for the best path to any via station of V * j ∈ via(T * ). Figure 7 gives a small example.
THEOREM 5.2. Pruning based on a distance table is correct.
The proof can be found in Appendix A. It follows the intuition that arriving at a time ≤ μ i, j at V * j ensures catching the optimal train toward T . Moreover, when we prune at v, the path through v yields a later arrival time at V * j than μ i, j . Thus, the path at v can be pruned, since there is no improvement over the path corresponding to μ i, j .
Determining via(T * ). We determine the via superstations of T * on the fly. During the initialization phase of the algorithm, we run a depth first search on the reverse superstation graph from T * , pruning the search at stations V * ∈ S * trans . Any station V * ∈ S local from global queries when computing via(T * ). As soon as our DFS visits S * , the query is local, otherwise it is global.
Selecting Transfer Superstations
The efficiency of pruning via a distance table highly depends on which superstations are selected for S * trans . In Schulz et al. [1999] , the authors propose to identify important stations by a given "importance" value provided by the input. However, such values are not available for all inputs. Hence, we compute importance values heuristically. Consider the aforementioned superstation graph G * . We augment G * with constant edge weights (S * i , S * j ). Therefore, consider all connection points of trains running from any station inside S * i to any station inside S * j , denoted by P(S * i , S * j ). Then, we define (S * i , S * j ) to be the expected travel time to get from S * i to S * j , solely using connections from P(S * i , S * j ). Note that the expected travel time also includes waiting times between connections. We now use G * together with to select important stations by one of the following methods.
Contraction Hierarchies. A fast approach for selecting important superstations is using contraction hierarchies [Geisberger et al. 2008] . A contraction routine iteratively removes unimportant nodes from G * and adds shortcuts in order to preserve the distances between nonremoved nodes. We stop as soon as the number of noncontracted nodes is c and mark these superstations as important.
Shortest Path Covers. Abraham et al. [2011] observed that contraction hierarchies do a poor job picking the most important nodes of a road network. Hence, they use shortest path covers for selecting them. Unfortunately, computing such covers is hard, but the authors propose a polynomial time O(log n) approximation algorithm, which we adapt to our problem in the following way. Beginning with S * trans as an empty set, we iteratively determine the next most important superstation as the one that covers most (yet uncovered by S * trans ) shortest paths in G * . We stop as soon as we selected c transfer superstations. Note that this algorithm requires c times the computation of all-pairs shortest path in G * . However, G * is sufficiently small for this approach to still be practical.
EXPERIMENTS
We conducted our experiments on up to 48 cores (4 CPUs, 8 NUMA-nodes, 6 cores per NUMA-node) of an AMD Opteron 6172 machine running SUSE Linux. The machine is clocked at 2.1GHz, has 256GiB of RAM, 512KiB of L2 cache per core, and 6MiB of L3 cache per NUMA-node. The program was compiled with GCC 4.5, using optimization level 3. Our implementation is written in C++, solely using the STL and Boost at some points. As parallelization framework, we use OpenMP, and a 4-heap as priority queue.
To avoid congestion of the memory bus, we keep a copy of the graph in the designated memory area of each NUMA-node.
Inputs.
We use three different public transportation networks as inputs: the Los Angeles County Metro (15,146 stops and 979,283 elementary connections) and the complete network of MTA New York including buses, ferries, and subways (16,897 stops and 2,062,846 elementary connections). Moreover, we use the railway network of Europe. It has 30,517 stations and 1,691,691 elementary connections. The networks of Los Angeles, and New York were created based on the timetable of March 1, 2011. The European railway network is based on the timetable of the winter period 1996/1997. Note that the local networks are much denser than the railway network, that is, the connections per station ratio is significantly higher there. Moreover, our data of the European railway network contains real minimum transfer times for all stations. For the bus networks of New York and Los Angeles, this data was not available to us. Hence, we set a minimum transfer time of 90 seconds for all bus stops. Foot paths are computed on all networks (see Section 3.2).
The timetable data of the local city networks is publicly available through General Transit Data Feeds, while the timetable data of the European railway networks was kindly given to us by HaCon Ingenieurgesellschaft. See Figure 8 for a visualization of the Los Angeles superstation graph.
Modeling
Our first set of experiments focuses on evaluating the models, as presented in Section 3. In particular, we compare the realistic time-dependent model with our new coloringbased model. Table I shows figures on all of our inputs for both models. We observe that using the coloring-based model reduces the graph size for all inputs. The average number of route nodes per station can be reduced by a factor of between 6.1 (New York) and 12.3 (Los Angeles).
In addition, we observe for many stations that there exists no conflict between any connections. In fact, we can merge the only route node with its station node for 79.5 % of the stations in the Los Angeles network. On the other hand, on the European railway network about two thirds of the stations contain more than one route node, which stems from the fact that in this network the transfer times are much higher, thus, increasing the likelihood of two trains conflicting.
Since the coloring-based model yields smaller graphs, which improves performance of all our algorithms compared to the classic route-based model, we use the coloring-based model for all subsequent experiments.
One-to-All Queries
Our second set of experiments focuses on the question how well our parallel selfpruning connection-setting algorithm (PSPCS) performs if executed on a varying number of cores. Therefore, we run 1000 one-to-all queries with the source station picked uniformly at random. We report the average number of connections taken from the priority queue (sum over all cores) and the average execution time of a query. Table II reports these figures for a varying number (between 1 and 48) of cores and different load balancing strategies. To evaluate the load balancing, we report the standard deviation with respect to the execution times of the individual threads. In other words, a low deviation shows a good balance, whereas a high deviation indicates that some threads are often idle. For comparison, we also report the performance of a label-correcting (LC) approach (see Section 2), as well as of our connection-setting algorithm (CS) without self-pruning enabled (think of it as a simultaneous execution of a bunch of Dijkstras for every connection out of the source station). Regarding LC, for better comparability, the number of connections here indicates the sum of the sizes of the connection-labels taken from the priority queue. We observe that our algorithm scales pretty well with increasing number of cores. On both the Los Angeles and New York networks, the number of settled connections is only increasing mildly with the number of cores. Therefore, on 12 cores, we have a speed-up factor of around 4 to 8 compared to an execution on 1 core. On 48 cores, the speed-up factor is between 3.6 (Europe) and 17.5 (Los Angeles). The relatively mild speed-ups on Europe compared to the other networks are explained by the fact that the average number of connections at a station is much smaller than in the dense bus networks. Still, on all cores, we are able to compute all quickest connections of a day in less than 0.2 seconds. Note that this value is achieved without any preprocessing; hence, we can directly use this approach in a fully dynamic scenario (as discussed in Müller-Hannemann et al. [2008] ). Regarding load balancing, we observe that using an equal number of connections (equiconn) yields. On average, the lowest query times (and deviation). In few occasions, equal time slots (equitime) or k-means yields better results, but over all inputs and number of cores, equiconn seems to be the best choice. Hence, we use equiconn as default strategy for all further multicore experiments. Another, not very surprising, observation is that the deviation increases with increasing number of cores. The more cores we use, the harder a perfect balancing can be achieved.
Comparing our new connection-setting to the LC approach, we observe that PSPCS outperforms LC on Los Angeles and Europe even when PSPCS is executed on a single core only. The main reason for this is that the number of connections investigated during execution is much smaller for PSPCS than for LC. On the network of New York, LC is slightly faster than PSPCS on a single core, but already on 3 cores, PSPCS outperforms LC by a factor of 2. Note that the number of priority queue operations for LC is up to four times lower than for PSPCS. Hence, the advantage of PSPCS in number of settled connections does not yield the same speed-up in query times. When comparing the single-core execution of PSPCS to a connection-setting algorithm without self-pruning (CS), we observe that enabling self-pruning makes a significant difference in both settled connections and running time. Most notably, on Europe, the number of connections drops from 4.3 million to 0.5 million, together with a drop from 3.8 to 0.4 seconds in running time. The difference is less pronounced on our bus networks, which is due to the fact that these networks inherit a weaker hierarchy, that is, there are fewer express trains (buses, respectively) that prune local (slow) trains.
Inter-Thread-Pruning. In our previous experiment (see Table II ), we did not enable inter-thread-pruning (see Section 4). Hence, in Table III , we compare our self-pruning connection-setting algorithm with and without inter-thread-pruning on a varying number of cores. Thereby, we limit the number of threads we check for a dominating connection to 1.
We observe that enabling inter-thread-pruning helps to reduce the number of settled connections in all scenarios. Interestingly, even for a sequential execution, we are able to reduce the number of settled connections. Here, the "thread" we check for a dominating connection is the thread itself. By these means, we are able to prune over the boundary of the time period, for example, for a connection after midnight to prune a connection in the late evening (remember that the timetable is periodic).
While the number of settled connections decreases with inter-thread-pruning, the additional computational overhead in the algorithm does not always justify the smaller number of settled connections. Hence, the gain in query time is mostly only small. In the network of New York, enabling inter-thread-pruning even leads to slightly worse query times. We conclude that the benefit of inter-thread-pruning is small. Thus, for the sake of simplicity and reduced communication overhead of the algorithm, we disable inter-thread-pruning in subsequent experiments.
Station-to-Station Queries
In this section, we evaluate our algorithm in a station-to-station scenario. We use all 48 cores as default and evaluate the impact of different distance table sizes. Since these tables need to be precomputed, we also report the preprocessing time and the size of the tables in megabytes. Furthermore, we report the average number of via superstations per superstation if it were the target of a query. The distance tables are computed by running our parallel one-to-all algorithm on 48 cores from every transfer superstation. As strategies for selecting transfer stations, we evaluate both the greedy cover (GC) and the contraction hierarchies (CH) approach (see Section 5.3). Table IV gives an overview over the obtained results.
We observe that compared to Table II , the stopping criterion alone (which requires no preprocessing) already accelerates queries by up to 89 % (Europe).
When we additionally use a distance table, we can accelerate our queries further. We observe that the size of the distance table has a high impact on the query performance, especially for smaller tables. Augmenting only 2.5 % of the superstations to transfer superstations hardly accelerates queries. In fact, especially on the very dense network of Los Angeles, the performance even degrades for small tables, as the average number of required via superstations per target superstation is too high. Note that we need to separate the target superstation by via stations from the network (see Section 5.2) hence, when more superstations are augmented as transfer stations, fewer of them are required to separate the target superstation.
On the other hand, augmenting 10% of the superstations to transfer superstations yields additional speed-ups between 2.0 and 3.6, depending on the input. Larger distance tables hardly pay off: The size of the table increases significantly, and the gain in query performance is little. Hence, selecting 10% to 15% of the stations as transfer stations seems to be a good compromise.
Regarding the preprocessing effort, we observe that with increasing number of transfer stations, the size of the tables and the preprocessing time increases as well. Moreover, while the part of the preprocessing time spent on selecting transfer superstations is negligible when using the CH method (CH), it is significant for the gc method. This is because for each selected superstation, we need to run an all-pairs shortest-path computation on the (sparse) superstation graph, each of which takes time O(|S * | 2 log |S * |). Recall that S * is the set of superstations. However, when using 10% transfer super stations selected by the CH method, we can compute the distance tables between 6 and 10 minutes, while the tables consume less than 1.5GiB space for all of our inputs. For this scenario, we are able to compute all quickest connections on all inputs in less than 16.1ms time.
A Different Machine
In this final experiment, we run our parallel algorithm on different hardware. Here, we use a dual Intel Xeon 5430 machine that has 8 cores on two NUMA-nodes clocked at 2.6GHz, 32GiB of RAM and 2 × 1MiB of L2 cache. To evaluate our algorithm on this machine, we use the one-to-all scenario, similarly to Section 6.2; however, for the sake of simplicity, only for the equal connections distribution strategy. Table V shows the obtained results.
We observe that the figures of the sequential algorithms coincide with those in Table II , except that they are scaled: The Xeon machine is slightly faster, since it has a higher clock frequency (2.6GHz compared to 2.1GHz of the Opteron machine). Regarding the parallel performance, we observe speed-ups in the range of 3.5 to 5.7 on 8 cores. Again, the number of settled connections on the networks of Los Angeles and New York is almost independent of the number of cores, even without inter-threadpruning (which is, again, disabled in this experiment). Concluding, we are able to compute all best connections to all stations in under 131ms on average, in all of our networks on this machine.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a novel parallel algorithm for computing all best connections of a day from a given station to all other stations in a public transportation network in a single query. To this extent, we exploited the special structure of travel-time functions in such networks and the fact that only few connections are useful when traveling sufficiently far away. Introducing the concept of connection-setting, we showed how to transfer the label-setting property of Dijkstra's algorithm to profile-searches in transportation networks. By the fact that the outgoing connections of the source station can be distributed to different processors, our algorithm is easy to use in a multicore set-up yielding excellent speed-ups on today's computers. Moreover, utilizing the very same algorithm to precompute connections between important stations, we can greatly accelerate station-to-station queries.
Regarding future work, it will be interesting to incorporate multicriteria connections, for example, minimizing the number of transfers or incorporating fare zones, which is relevant especially in local networks. The main challenge here is to keep up the connection-setting property and to find efficient criteria for self-pruning in such a scenario. Moreover, our algorithm can be seen as a replacement for Dijkstra's algorithm which is the basis for most of today's speed-up techniques (e. g., Delling [2011] ). Hence, we are interested in applying those techniques to our new connection-setting approach. We are proving the overall correctness by showing the correctness for each connection i separately. Thus, let i be a fixed connection index and P = [S, . . . , T ] the shortest path of a global S-T -query of connetion i. Note that if S-T is a local query, no pruning is applied (and there is nothing to prove). Now, let arr opt (T , i) denote the (optimal) arrival time at T of the path P (i.e., using connection i). Moreover, let T * be the superstation of the target station T . To show the main theorem, we prove a series of lemmas first. PROOF. Assume that the equation is false, and the right-hand side yields an arrival time at T , which is earlier than arr opt (T , i) . Then, the path induced by the right-hand side of the equation yields a shorter path to T , which is a contradiction to arr opt (T , i) being optimal.
This proves that using the distance table via V * j at any node v yields an upper bound on the arrival time at T (for connection i). Since this is true at all nodes v ∈ V (for which sst(v) ∈ S
